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EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 305.200
Euro 344.110
Sterling Pound 402.710
Canadian dollar 229.730
Turkish lira 54.990
Swiss Franc 307.200
US Dollar Buying 297.800

ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen 2.740
Indian Rupees 4.400
Pakistani Rupees 2.199
Srilankan Rupees 1.742
Nepali Rupees 2.742
Singapore Dollar 225.990
Hongkong Dollar 38.881
Bangladesh Taka 3.606
Philippine Peso 5.862
Thai Baht 9.592
Malaysian ringgit 78.056

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 81.441
Qatari Riyal 83.881
Omani Riyal 793.242
Bahraini Dinar 810.950
UAE Dirham 83.149

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 20.700

CURRENCY BUY SELL
Europe

British Pound 0.391593 0.405493
Czech Korune 0.005427 0.014727
Danish Krone 0.042062 0.047062
Euro 0. 336820 0.350520
Georgian Lari 0.112403 0.112403
Hungarian 0.000980 0.001170
Norwegian Krone 0.031620 0.037020
Romanian Leu 0.055383 0.072233
Russian ruble 0.004724 0.004724
Slovakia 0.009116 0.019116
Swedish Krona 0.028849 0.033849
Swiss Franc 0.297473 0.308473

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.210034 0.222034
New Zealand Dollar 0.199933 0.209433

America
Canadian Dollar 0.223103 0.232103
US Dollars 0.300650 0.305950
US Dollars Mint 0.301150 0.305950

Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.003057 0.003858

Chinese Yuan 0.043934 0.047414
Hong Kong Dollar 0.036781 0.039531
Indian Rupee 0.003786 0.004558
Indonesian Rupiah 0.000017 0.000023
Japanese Yen 0.002636 0.002816
Korean Won 0.000258 0.000273
Malaysian Ringgit 0.070522 0.076522
Nepalese Rupee 0.002681 0.003021
Pakistan Rupee 0.001510 0.002280
Philippine Peso 0.005835 0.006135
Singapore Dollar 0.219989 0.229789
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001400 0.001980
Taiwan 0.009751 0.009931
Thai Baht 0.009254 0.009804
Vietnamese Dong 0.00013 0.00013

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.793785 0.810285
Egyptian Pound 0.017747 0.020347
Iranian Riyal 0.000084 0.000086
Iraqi Dinar 0.000210 0.000270
Jordanian Dinar 0.424927 0.433927
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000152 0.000252
Moroccan Dirhams 0.021412 0.045412
Omani Riyal 0.785240 0.790920
Qatar Riyal 0.079417 0.084357
Saudi Riyal 0.080180 0.081480
Syrian Pound 0.001292 0.001512
Tunisian Dinar 0.097030 0.105030
Turkish Lira 0.046910 0.058410
UAE Dirhams 0.081547 0.083247
Yemeni Riyal 0.000991 0.001071

Rate for Transfer Selling Rate
US Dollar 304.840
Canadian Dollar 228.350
Sterling Pound 95.450
Euro 344.725
Swiss Frank 307.490
Bahrain Dinar 810.685
UAE Dirhams 83.400
Qatari Riyals 84.640
Saudi Riyals 82.185
Jordanian Dinar 431.245
Egyptian Pound 17.628
Sri Lankan Rupees 1.744
Indian Rupees 4.412
Pakistani Rupees 2.160
Bangladesh Taka 3.618
Philippines Pesso 5.851
Cyprus pound 18.135
Japanese Yen 3.725
Syrian Pound 1.595
Nepalese Rupees 2.758
Malaysian Ringgit 75.435
Chinese Yuan Renminbi 45.805

Thai Bhat 10.550
Turkish Lira 54.575
Singapore dollars 225.511

Egyptian Pound - Transfer 17.594
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.226
Tunisian Dinar 105.240
Jordanian Dinar 431.200
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 0.204
Syrian Lira 0.000
Morocco Dirham 32.434

KAMCO Oil Market Monthly Report 

CMA holds awareness campaign for 
launching qualifications exam project 

Trade war may prompt US to steer towards Europe
KUWAIT: The Capital Markets Authority
(CMA) announced yesterday the start of the
awareness campaign to launch Qualifications
Examinations Project for Registered
Employment Positions in collaboration with
the Chartered Institute for Securities &
Investment (CISI). The outcome of this
Project is the Professional Qualifications
Program (PQP), which the CMA will imple-
ment at the end of September 2019.

The CMA was represented by Prof
Ahmad A Al-Melhem - Chairman of the
Board of Commissioners and Managing
Director, Khalid B Al-Mufarrej, Chairman of
the Steering Committee of the Project, and
Zahra Almousa, Head of the Project Team.
The CISI was represented by Simon Culhane
Chartered FCSI, Chief Executive of CISI. 

In the press conference, Prof Al-Melhem
said that this Project is one of the important
strategic approaches of the CMA, which is
part of its integrated vision to develop the
capital market industry. It is considered a
quantum leap in the industry, in line with the
vision of His Highness the Amir of the State
of Kuwait Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabah “Kuwait 2035 - New Kuwait”,
regarding transforming Kuwait into a finan-
cial and commercial hub. 

The Project mainly aims to elevate com-
petence and professionalism, technical
capacity, and legal knowledge of Registered
Employment Positions incumbents at licensed
persons. Moreover, Culhane explained that
the Project’s outcome, which is the PQP, fol-
lows best international practice, where the
recipients of some of the qualifications
included in the PQP are qualified to work in
the financial areas of international institutions.

The CMA also held a seminar on the
launch of the Project, in which Prof. Al-
Melhem delivered an opening speech, in

which he pointed out that the importance of
the Project lies in its focus on the human ele-
ment which is the basis for economic and
social development. He stressed that the
CMA is keen to implement such Project with
a leading international institute that has a
wide international outreach. The speech was
followed by a brief given by Khalid Al-
Mufarrej about the Project and its implemen-
tation phases, and a detailed explanation of
the Registered Employment Positions and
licensed persons.

CMA and the CISI presented a visual
presentation, in which Culhane and Zahra
outlined the framework and logistics of the
PQP.  The PQP consists of three qualifica-
tions: technical, regulatory and specialized,
and an exemption policy set forth by the
CMA. The implementation is divided into two
phases; the first is the Preliminary Phase,
which commences in Sept 2019 and the
Mandatory Implementation Phase, which is
one year after the preliminary implementa-
tion, ie at the end of September 2020. 

Additionally, the speakers reviewed the
CISI qualifications, the scope of its work, its
regional and international experiences and
the advantages of obtaining the CISI mem-
bership. The CMA’s announced organizing a
number of workshops for licensed companies
and training entities and pointed that is has
established a page on its website, which is
scheduled to be launched next month. 

Simon Culhane, CISI CEO said: “We are
extremely pleased to have been working with
the CMA for the last four years as their part-
ner on this important strategic project.
Developing an enhanced qualifications path-
way, membership and continuing profession-
al development program for market practi-
tioners are part of the critical infrastructure
needed to support the CMA’s vision for

Kuwait to develop as a global financial hub.
These enabling activities will help transform
Kuwait’s capital markets and create an
investment environment that attracts global
investors and builds confidence and trust.”

The CISI is a non-profit global organiza-
tion with headquarters in London, United
Kingdom. It is a leading professional institute
specialized in securities and investment
related fields. It helps individuals become
professional by qualifying for professional
exams, then maintaining their competence
through continuing learning via being a
member.

The CMA has signed an agreement with
the CISI in 2016 to develop qualifications
exams, in accordance with international best
practice, taking into account the nature of
the local market. 

Oil prices reach 
5-month-high 
led by OPEC 
supply curbs
KUWAIT: The supply cut-led oil price rally that started at
the start of the year got further support this month as  OPEC
produced at pre-oil crisis levels. Spot crude prices reached
the critical $70/b mark by the end of last week but the rally
was somewhat halted by the weekly US oil inventory report.
The latest EIA report showed US oil inventories increasing
by more than 7 mb/d, exceeding analyst expectations, and
reached a 17-month high level of 456.55 million barrels. The
increase in inventory came after the US produced at a record
pace of 12.2 mb/d making it the biggest oil producer ahead
of Russia and Saudi Arabia. However, a steep decline in gaso-
line stocks provided support to oil prices as the excess crude
inventory could be sucked up by refineries ahead of the peak
summer driving season in the US. 

The shrinking supply-demand gap recently has led to
consistent gains in oil prices. However, the market tightening
is primarily led by supply-side factors. During March-19, pro-
duction by OPEC members reached multi-year lows and was
reported at 30.4 mb/d as almost all the producers slashed
production based on their respective quotas, in addition to
the plunge in production in Venezuela. As a result, OPEC
compliance to the agreed limits of the OPEC+ agreement
reached 155 percent in March-19 as compared to 104 percent
in February-19. Non-OPEC countries including Russia and
Kazakhstan also contributed to the supply cuts although
these producers face pressure from local companies on rais-
ing output post June-19. There are also talks reportedly hint-
ing at a modified version of the supply cut agreement if pro-
duction in Iran and Venezuela continue to decline in the com-
ing months and price of crude remains elevated. 

Meanwhile, the pace of growth in crude oil production in
the US is expected to be lower than previously expected.
According to Rystad Energy, E&P spending in the US is
expected to decline by 6 percent this year. This is especially
the case with smaller E&P companies as compared to well-
funded larger players. However, the impact of lower spending
on output would only be reflected in the next year’s produc-
tion. This was reflected in IEA’s latest forecast for oil produc-
tion growth in the US. 

The agency raised production forecast for the current
year but lowered it slightly for the 2020. Another report said
that oil discoveries in the US is declining at a faster pace.
According to the Texas Railroad Commission, oil drillers in
the US state of Texas made zero discoveries during March-
19 following one each in the previous two years.
Nevertheless, increasing efficiency in extracting crude with
larger players as seen from the recently announced acquisi-
tion of Anadarko by Chevron is expected to cap the decline
led by lower capital spending. In terms of oil demand, lack of
confidence continues to prevail owing to softer economic
growth  numbers for advanced economies, including US and
the Euro Area. The OPEC marginally lowered its oil demand
forecast for 2019. On the other hand, the IEA although kept
its oil demand outlook unchanged, it said that demand data
remains mixed due to weak economic growth. 

Oil prices 
Oil prices surged passed the $70/b mark during the sec-

ond week of April-19 after an overall positive performance
during March-19. Spot Brent prices were up more than 40
percent by 9-April-19 compared to its recent low in
December-18 after crude spot prices recorded three consec-
utive weeks of gain by last week. 

Average crude prices for almost all the crude grades were
positive in March-19 as compared to February-19. Average
OPEC crude prices gained 4.0 percent m-o-m during
March-19 to reach $66.4/b, marking the third consecutive
month of growth. Kuwait crude average price gains were
slightly higher at 4.5 percent and averaged at $66.8/b, while
average Brent crude gained 3.3 percent to reach $66.1/b.
Nevertheless, a steep increase in US crude inventory tem-

porarily disrupted the oil rally. According to the latest EIA
weekly report, crude inventories in the US increased for the
third consecutive week by 7 million barrels during the week
ended 5-April-19 after increasing by an aggregate 10 million
barrels during the previous two weeks. 

In its latest forecast, the EIA raised its US crude oil pro-
duction to 1.43 mb/d in 2019 to average at 12.39 mb/d as com-
pared to its previous growth forecast of 1.35 mb/d. Due to the
higher base, production in 2020 is forecasted to increase at a
slightly slower pace of 0.71 mb/d to reach 13.1 mb/d as com-
pared to last months 13.03 mb/d. The EIA kept demand
growth outlook unchanged for 2019 at 0.36 mb/d and raised
2020 demand growth to 0.25 mb/d. The declining trend in oil
rigs in the US reversed this week. According to the latest
report from Baker Hughes, weekly oil rig count in the US
increased by 15 to reach 831 active oil rigs during the week
ended 5-April-19 after declining for six consecutive weeks. 

World oil demand 
World oil demand estimates for 2018 was once again low-

ered in OPEC’s latest monthly forecast by 0.02 mb/d and
demand is estimated to have grown by 1.41 mb/d to reach
98.7 mb/d. The lowered estimates reflected a revision of
0.06 mb/d to demand estimates for the OECD Asia-Pacific
region led by lower-than-expected oil demand in Japan and
South Korea. Demand growth expectation for 2019 was also
lowered by 30 tb/d to a growth of 1.21 mb/d resulting in a
total demand of 99.91 mb/d. 

The revision reflected a decline in expectations of eco-
nomic growth for the OECD region during the year. The lat-
est monthly demand data for the US showed the first y-o-y
decline during January-19, albeit marginally, owing to higher
base line effect. Preliminary data for February-19 and March-
19 indicated strong growth in demand primarily led by higher
demand for with road diesel, gasoline and 

petroleum gas plant liquids. Elsewhere, Canada and
OECD Europe reported growth in oil demand during
January-19. Higher demand for the OECD Europe region
was led by colder weather and a low baseline effect for
almost all the petroleum categories although demand for
gasoline and fuel oil dropped for the first time since the end

of 2017 partially offsetting the overall growth. Preliminary
data for February-19 indicated declining requirements for
diesel fuel in the European Big 4 countries due to warmer
weather conditions. The decline in passenger car registra-
tions during the first two months of the year also highlight-
ed an impact on oil demand. 

In the OECD Asia Pacific region, February-19 demand in
Japan recorded a sharp decline of 6.5 percent while South
Korea and Australia recorded growth in demand during
January-19. In the non-OECD space, China reported a y-o-
y oil demand growth of 0.22 mb/d during February-19 led
by higher demand for LPG and gasoline partially offset by a
decline in demand for diesel led by slower mining and con-
struction activities. The country recorded a 13 percent
decline in passenger car sales during the first two months of
the year. Oil demand in India also continued to grow during
February-19 largely due to an increase in government’s
infrastructure spending. Gasoline sales in India recorded a
growth of almost 8 percent y-o-y despite softer vehicle
sales figures. 

World oil supply 
According to preliminary data, global oil supply declined

for the fourth consecutive month during March-19. Supply
continued to remain below the 100 mb/d mark and was esti-
mated at 99.26 mb/d in February-19, a m-o-m decline of
0.14 mb/d. During the month, non-OPEC supply increased
by 0.39 mb/d led by higher supply mainly from the US and
Brazil. However, this increase was more than offset by a
steep decline in OPEC production. Non-OPEC supply
growth estimates for 2018 was once again revised upward
by 0.16 mb/d and is now expected to have grown by 2.9
mb/d during the year to average at 62.37 mb/d. The revision
mainly reflected higher output from UK, Brazil and China to
the tune of 137 tb/d. Supply from OECD countries was
revised upward by 94 tb/d with the biggest revision coming
from OECD Europe at 71 tb/d primarily on the back of
upward revision of production data for UK by 73 tb/d.
Non-OPEC supply growth forecasts for 2019 was revised
downwards by 0.06 mb/d to 2.18 mb/d and supply is now
expected to average at 64.54 mb/d. 


